
Introduction to Geometry

1. Lilies and Angles

Point is symbolize by a dot. O

Two points defined a line: 9-
—

A ray (or half line) starts in a point and extended infinitely in one direction, g—e-

ind point

A segment is a part of a line between two fixed points. ^ *

EXAMPLE 1:

a) Use the figure to answer the question: AC = 17; BC = 5; find AB

-*{•£> - H-b r/2.

b) Given MN = 15 mm, NO = 18 mm, and MP = 48 mm, find OP.

<

—

A/ O

^

•^—•

P
£

OP = U'-

In this section we will be discussing figures that lie in a plane. A plane is a flat
surface and can be pictured as a tabletop or blackboard that extends in all directions.
Figures that lie in a plane are called plane figures.
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An angle is the space between two rays with the same initial point. One ray is
called the initial side and the other is called terminal side.

Terminal side

Initial side

A unit used to measure angles is degree. The symbol for degree is
symbol for angle.

Z is the

IfA and C are points on rays r and r , and B is the vertex, then the angle is

called LB or /.ABC, where z. is the symbol for angle.

Note that the angle is named by the vertex, or the vertex is the second point listed
when the angle is named by giving three points. zABC could also be called lCBA .

An angle can also be named by a variable written between the rays close to the
vertex. In the figure shown below, zx = /LQRS and zy = aSRT.

Note that in this figure, more than two rays meet at R. In this case, the vertex
cannot be used to name an angle.

An angle is measured in degrees. The symbol for degrees is a small raised circle,0

The angle formed by a ray rotating through a circle has a measure of 360° (360
degrees), probably because early Babylonians believed that Earth revolves around the
sun in approximately 360 days.

(\<\ cM o£~ K fOiuftivf

360
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A 90° angle is called a right angle. The symbol Lrepresents a right angle.

90°

Types of angles:

Acute angle is an angle less than 90°_.

Obtuse angle is an angle greater than 90'

,c/fVPerpendicular lines are intersecting lines that form right angles. The symbc _
means "is perpendicular to." ^—^

9()c 90*

i

J

W 90"

Complementary angles are two angles whose measures have the sum 90'

Example:

LA + LB = 70° + 20° = W

A 180° angle is called a straight angle.

180°

A O
-e—*-

B
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Supplementary angles are two angles whose measures have the sum 180°.

130° /
^ /so0

Example:

LA + LB = 130° + 50° = ISO

An acute angle is an angle whose measure is between 0°and 90°. <lB above is
an acute angle.

An obtuse angle is an angle whose measure is between 90° and 180°. LA above
is an obtuse angle. •

Two angles that share a common side are adjacent angles. LDAC and /.CAB are
adjacent angles.

EXAMPLE 2:

1. Find the complement of 0 o
a) 40° €)0°-CtO - 3^ ?0.oo

b) 22.45° ft—22.<|Ts&?.<ft "^1 .5-S--

c) 85c ?0 - *\f°- 5"°

2. Find the supplement of . o _ o tl%3%\ /faooo
a) 127° i*o°-iv? - b3° <g*g ^irnrr
b) 42.124°

c) 111.111 ,«o--UU\\ = 6*.M<t
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2. Angles and Line Intersections

Four angles are formed by the intersection of two lines. If the two lines are
perpendicular, each of the four angles is a right angle. If the two lines are not
perpendicular, then two
of the angles formed are acute angles and two of the angles are obtuse angles.

The two acute angles are always opposite each other, and the two obtuse
angles are always opposite each other.

In the figure below, zw and z.y are acute angles, lx and lz are obtuse angles.

Two angles that are on opposite sides of the intersection of two lines are called
vertical angles. Vertical angi^ h^y^ \\\& RampfmpaRiirp

Z..V =

Two angles that share a common side are called adjacent angles. Adjacent
angles of intersecting lines are supplementary angles.

Lx + / v = 180°

/ v 4- Lz = 180°

Lz + L\v = 180°

. w 80°

A line that intersects two other lines at different points is called a transversal.

If the lines cut by a transversal t are parallel lines and the transversal is
perpendicular to the parallel lines, all eight angles formed are right angles.

.Transversal »

rt^

£JL t,
A H 2.

If the lines cut by a transversal t are parallel lines and the transversal is not
perpendicular to the parallel lines, all four acute angles have the same measure and all
four obtuse angles have the same measure.
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Alternate interior angles are two nonadjacent angles that are on opposite
sides of the transversal and between the parallel lines.

Lc = L\v

Ld = L.x

Alternate interior angles have the same measure.

Alternate exterior angles are two nonadjacent angles that are on opposite
sides of the transversal and outside the parallel lines.

Lb =

Alternate exterior angles have the same measure.

Corresponding angles are two angles that are on the same side of the
transversal and are both acute angles or are both obtuse angles.

Corresponding angles have the same measure.
C—Cl — i U"

Ld = . :

Lb - L.x

Lc - . v

EXAMPLE 3: The figure shows two parallel lines intersected by a transversal. One of the
angle measures is given. Find tho m99?urs Qfthe indicated angle. Find the measure of

allangles- *c-n°n *£= fto°-n°-l(,P
0

/\7rv|^—
3\2

n

4:3- I&3*
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3. Triangles

If the lines cut by a transversal are not parallel lines, the three lines will intersect
at three points. In the figure below, the transversal t intersects lines p and q.

The three lines intersect at points A, 8, and C. These three points define three
line segments, AB, ~BC and AC. The plane figure formed by these three line segments is
called a triangle.

Each of the three points of intersection is the vertex of four angles. The angles
within the region enclosed by the triangle are called interior angles.

In the figure, angles a, b, and c are interior angles.

^tY^en^r oy\alt3

The sum of the measures oLthe interior angles of a triangle is 180*
^ST+7F+Zc = iso° j
:

EXAMPLE 4: Find the measures of all the angles:

^^C? lO$>°-f3l°
£ /39°-

o . _ o>i iX [»g38. \-
<fY+(3<? ^tfo
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b)

cktil^b

CX^5^Cs

r-.O

4T/= f&> - l2o ^ 60

* 3 = 6o° •

<2.4 <l = IS©*1

42 = /fo°- 6o°r |zo°

^5i /3o°~ /3o°- ffo

*+* = &k°

2. 2_

* +fc7°4 172°=^*
^f J239r° = 360

^-3Go°-a2>7°^/^|0

^- c

V-33

35^iL+3G0fVy^|<fo

4" *•
* ^l<*°
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ti=SS° <K^ ^=7

a (to - 3X°=m
rO

£^

<X: ISO -Jlo C (GO

^ tfO - (£0° 20*


